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The Corner
Rev. Bob Oshita & 
Rev. Patti Oshita

Thank you so very much! — RB and Patti
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RB’s Corner
Rev. Bob Oshita Thank you for everything.

I’ve heard often that people who have known me from childhood would comment and 
say, “I can’t believe he became a minister!” Whenever I’ve heard that, my response has 
been, “I can’t believe it either.” And it’s true. But it has been a wonderful life. 

About 20 years ago, knowing that in our family, it was my dad’s life that was most 
fragile, I found myself naturally wanting to spend more time with him. But more than 
this, I wanted to thank him for everything he had done to help me throughout my life. 
As I considered ways to express my deep gratitude to my dad, I began to feel it was an 
impossible task. How could I begin to find the words to say “Thank you” to my Kibei 
(raised in Japan) dad. 

I called him to let him know I was coming to visit the next day. His first question was, 
“Is Patti coming?” I told Dad that she couldn’t break away from the Congressman’s 
office (she worked for Bob Matsui back then). Then Dad asked, “What are you coming 
for?” I didn’t quite know what to say. But knowing I had boxes of things stored there, I 
told him I wanted to pick up a few things. He laughed and said, “Yes. Come and take all 
your things home.” When I got to San Francisco, he had lunch ready for us. Mom was 
away that afternoon, so as the two of us ate Mom’s delicious “leftovers,” I didn’t know 
where to begin to thank him. Later, as I went through boxes of books and things, Dad 
was going through boxes of old family pictures. Still I was unsure of how to thank him.

But, later, as we sat in the kitchen drinking tea, it came to me what I could say to him. I 
said to him, “Dad, of the four children you’ve raised, I know that I was the easiest one.” 
(I knew this to be totally untrue.) My dad looked at me as if I had three eyes. Then he 
stammered, saying the word, “You…” over and over, with long pauses in between. It’s 
as if he couldn’t begin to tell me how much worry and concern I had caused him while I 
was growing up. 

In the middle of one of his memories of my “interesting” childhood and adolescence, 
I changed the subject. I said to him, “Dad, I never thought I would ever be so happy. 
I have such a wonderful life. Patti is the best thing to happen to me; and the people in 
Sacramento and at the Betsuin are so good to us both. I never imagined I would have 
such a great life.”

My dad looked at me with a warm and knowing look. He smiled and said, “Yes, I know. 
I can tell that you are really happy.” Then I said to him, “So Dad, I just want you to 
know that all of your monku and shimpai, all of your worries and concerns for me… were 
worth it. Because of you and Mom, I have this wonderful, happy life.”

What I stumbled on that afternoon in talking with my dad, was the nature of our 
parents’ happiness. The deepest happiness of a loving mom and dad is just to see their 
children living happy and well. And I realized that the only way I could ever truly 
repay them is to live as happily and meaningfully as I possibly can; for my happiness 
would also always be theirs. 

Although my parents and Patti’s mom are gone, I know that we continue to repay them 
with our deep happiness and gratitude. And we thank the Sacramento Betsuin for 
giving us this truly wonderful life.  

The encouragement and support that Patti and I have felt through our 32 years with the 
Betsuin… and the incredible outpouring of friendship and love that filled the banquet 
hall of our retirement party was truly overwhelming! There has never been a more 
wonderful or more perfect evening. I told Patti that if the Pure Land is perfection, then 
we have now been there and returned. 

Just the other day, Barbara Nakatomi asked me, “In your many years as a minister, 
what remains most memorable?” So many things came quickly to mind, but there was 
no question what my answer would be. I told her, “What will remain most memorable 
will always be the unforgettable retirement party we were given on June 11th.” We will 
forever remember and feel all the love and effort that went into creating that celebration.

To feel so completely fulfilled has made me also feel that in my life, I must have made 
no mistakes. Through the years, all the things that seemed to be mistakes, were just 
important and essential life lessons I needed to help me grow. It was the entire sum of 
our experiences that have shaped and created the life we’ve been so fortunate to share 
with all of you. 

Shinran wrote a poem that I often quote: “The ice of ignorance melts into the water 
of wisdom; the more the ice… the more the water.” In other words, the vast ice of my 
countless and foolish mistakes… have melted into the water of my ever-deepening 
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appreciation. I’ve hit a few brick walls in life… but that bumpy road has led me to this 
moment now… with all of you… and with Patti. 

And for this true sense of contentment that Patti and I both feel so deeply, we have 
to thank all of you. Know that in our hearts, we will forever be in gassho, trying 
unsuccessfully to thank all of you… and the Sacramento Betsuin, for giving us such an 
incredible life!

Thank you for everything!

 Namo Amida Butsu.
 RB & RP Oshita

RB’s Corner
(Continued)

Rev. Patti’s 
Corner
Rev. Patti Oshita

I came to Sacramento at the age of 29. My early years were very typical for a Central 
California Sansei girl’s life. I was born and raised in Fowler. I was raised in a Jodo 
Shinshu family, attended Dharma school and I even became a Dharma school teacher 
during my late teens and early 20’s. But now, as I look back on my life’s journey, I am 
amazed at all of the twists and turns that eventually brought me here to Sacramento… 
to live this incredible life with all of you!

As a young child, I would often see our minister’s wife at the temple. She would always 
be smiling and helpful. I think we thought of the minister’s wife as being an extension 
of Sensei; making people feel comfortable at the temple.

It was not until I found myself considering marriage that the thought of being a 
minister’s wife became a potential reality. I wondered for the first time, “What would 
my life be like as a minister’s wife?” When Bob was assigned to the Sacramento Betsuin 
32 years ago, many people, including my parents, were very concerned for me. They 
told me that a minister’s life is difficult. You have to work with your members… some 
can be very tough. You may hear monku about your husband, and financially, you will 
never be rich.

I had so many questions and concerns. So, I moved to Sacramento to see if Bob had any 
potential to succeed at being a minister. I really wondered if he would be any good. 
I also came to get a sense for what my life with him might be like. The Sacramento 
members were so very warm and welcoming. I felt for me, being with members would 
never be an issue. After all, my family and I were always just members ourselves. But 
I worried if I would be able to fit into this lifestyle of a Minister’s Wife. I wondered if I 
would be able to contribute and help the temple grow.

I guess I thought things would be fine, because in 1986, I became a minister’s wife. I 
knew a minister’s life is “on call” 24/7, but you really do not understand that until 
you’ve lived it.

The first few years of marriage were not easy… as I was also trying to understand my 
role within the temple. A minister must try to make the temple and the members their 
priority, so in many ways, our home life was often compromised. It took some time to 
understand that he may be called away for an emergency, sometimes traveling for guest 
speaking or leaving to attend conferences and meetings throughout the year. Often we 
would have tickets to a play or a basketball game, only having to give them up because 
a funeral was requested or there was a call for a makuragyo service. 

But one of the things I found most awkward was when members would bring visitors 
or students to me after services. They would introduce me and would say, “This is the 
minister’s wife. She can help you and answer any of your questions.” I was left trying 
to respond to their questions. They would ask, “What is Buddhism?” “Tell us about the 
Onajin?” or “What is Namo Amida Butsu and the Pure Land?” I often found myself 
unable to respond adequately. 

I wondered, “How could I be of any help to the temple if I couldn’t comfortably 
answer those questions?” This was part of what motivated me to go back to college to 
finish my degree. I needed to learn more about Buddhism and seek my own spiritual 
understanding of the Dharma. With such motivation, I majored in humanities and 
religious studies.

I felt so very fortunate when, in 1996, Reverend Yukawa and Michiko came to the 
Sacramento Betsuin. Michiko was a wonderful role model and just great to be with. I 
watched and learned so much from her — the genuinely thoughtful ways she would 
be with people, her remarkable patience, the many extra touches she would do to make 
people always feel so welcome or to make something look nice. I am forever grateful for 
her guidance and friendship. And I can honestly say that Michiko changed my life.

Rev. Bob Oshita
428-9833

Rev. Patti Oshita
428-9833

Sensei Koichi Mizushima
704-1493
bkmizu@gmail.com

mailto:bkmizu@gmail.com
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One evening, I was sitting in the Betsuin library with Michiko. Yukawa Sensei and Bob 
were talking in the next room. It was then that I asked Michiko, “Now that Sensei is 
considering retirement, is there anything you feel you would like to do that you haven’t 
had a chance to finish?” Without much hesitation, Michiko said, “There is one thing I 
wish I could have done.” I asked her what that was. Michiko said that her mother and 
her mother-in-law both had received Tokudo and she wished she could have done the 
same. I looked at her and with a big smile, I said, “Well, why don’t you do it? If you 
want, we can study and try to fulfill your dream! It would be even more interesting and 
fun if we did it together!” I remember Yukawa Sensei walking in on this conversation 
and saying to Michiko, “I didn’t know you wanted Tokudo!”

We soon formed a weekly study group with six students. Three years later, five of us 
went to Japan and joined the Buddhist Churches of America group to receive Tokudo 
ordination. Again, it is amazing to consider the many twists and turns that have created 
our lives. 

With Socho Ogui’s vision of making Buddhism a major religion in America, the 
Ministers’ Assistant Program was created. After four more years of study and training, 
in December 2007, at Socho Ogui’s request, Nishi Hongwanji tested and allowed 11 of 
us to return to Japan to receive our Kyoshi certification. 

I would never have imagined back in 1984 that my life would become what it is today 
in 2016. Because of the support and kindness of so many people… and the nurturing 
Karmic circumstances of my life, I can say that I truly enjoyed my life as a minister’s 
wife; as a minister assistant… and for the last three years as the assistant minister to our 
Sacramento Betsuin.

I can say from my heart, that the journey of my life has been wonderful and fulfilling. 
How fortunate Bob and I have been, to be a part of this Betsuin and also the Northern 
California District, in such a capacity. It has been a fulfilling role to play within our 
community. Looking back, I know without doubt, that I could not have asked for a more 
meaningful life.

Especially for me, it has truly been an honor to have served this wonderful Sangha. So 
many of you have opened your hearts and lovingly invited me into your lives. There are 
many who have so warmly welcomed me into their lives that I feel I’ve become a part of 
your extended families. Please know that I am so grateful for the kindness and support 
you have given me during our years with all of you.

Thank you from the bottom of my heart….
 Reverend Patti (… and RB too)

Rev. Patti’s 
Corner
(Continued)

July 2016: Already the month of July, with the passing of one of the best Dharma 
School picnics we’ve had and the next weekend we jumped right into an amazing 
and the most memorable retirement party for Rinban Bob and Reverend Patti. Sheryl

      Kajioka, along with Val Fong and Jennifer Nitta, planned and executed an 
outstanding party. Reverend Yukawa gave a well-deserved testimonial to both RB and 
Patti. The timing of everything during the party was well done — a good pace but not 
rushed. Well done.

The intensity of emotions at our events this summer feels like they are magnified 
tenfold because this is our last one with RB and Patti as our temple ministers. In sports, 
this would be compared to a farewell tour, so don’t miss out — there are a few events 
left. They’ve both had a Hall of Fame career playing for “Team Betsuin.”

Come out in August, not only to enjoy the Bazaar, August 13 and 14, but in order for all 
to enjoy, volunteer to be a part of the Bazaar. Let’s make RB and Patti’s last Bazaar as 
our temple leaders the most successful Bazaar we’ve ever had.

President’s 
Message
Gordon Nitta

Condolences to
the Families Of

Sandy Stephens ............................August 14, 1944 – May 24, 2016
Connie Fukushima ..........................March 7, 1951 – May 29, 2016
Eiko Takeuchi ................................February 3, 1939 – June 6, 2016
Phyllis Matsuura .................................June 4, 1927 – June 11, 2016
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The June SBWA Board meeting was held on Wednesday, June 1, with President 
Virginia Uchida presiding.  This was the last SBWA meeting with Rinban Bob 
Oshita and Reverend Patti Oshita as our ministerial advisors.

Donations and Acknowledgments

Thank you to the following ladies and families for their generous donations to the 
SBWA in April and May 2016:
Michael & Karen Oto ..........................In Memory of Molly Kimura ................................................  $100
Misao Abe .............................................In Memory of Masataro Murotani – 45 Years ...................... $100
Buster Y. Ide .........................................Special Donation ....................................................................... $50
Mollie Oto.............................................In Memory of Helen Sekikawa................................................ $50
Hideko Sakazaki ..................................In Memory of Kaz Kimura ....................................................... $30
Reiko S. Kurahara ...............................In Memory of Dorothy Kunisaki ............................................ $25
Reiko S. Kurahara ...............................In Memory of Mug T. Oto ........................................................ $25
Marlene Takeoka .................................In Memory of Helen Sekikawa................................................ $20
Virginia Uchida ...................................In Memory of Kaz Kimura ....................................................... $20
Sandi M. Nishio ...................................In Appreciation .......................................................................... $15

Acknowledgments

• Thank you to the SBWA ladies who came out to clean the altar (omigaki):  Joan Curry, 
Grace Hatano, Midori Ito, Lori Itow, Shirley Kato, Utako Kimura, Jane Komure, Lynn 
Kurahara, Loleen Nakano, Misa Oshiro, Heidi Sakazaki, Fusako Takahashi, Bev 
Tanaka, Hiroko Tsuda, Virginia Uchida, and Elaine Yoshikawa. Thank you also, Jim 
Tsuda, for assisting the ladies. Thank you to Rinban Bob and Reverend Patti Oshita 
for overseeing the omigaki. Thank you to Gordon Nitta for bringing in the cold cuts, 
rolls and beverages and thank you to the SBWA ladies for providing salads, fruits 
and desserts. Next year, we should all bring old or new toothbrushes to help with the 
cleaning.

• Thank you to the following who helped out at the Federation of Dharma School 
Teachers Conference Hospitality Room on Friday, April 29: Fusako Takahashi, Shirley 
Kato, Lynn Kurahara, Beverly Tanaka, Mari Lynn Shimamoto, Loleen Nakano, Misa 
Oshiro, Jane Komure and Midori Ito. We would also like to thank the ABA officers 
who helped to man the beverage bar:  John & Elaine Yoshikawa, Wayne & Lynn 
Kurahara, Stephen & Keiko Jean Kashiwada and Misa Oshiro. Thank you to the 
following who helped at the Saturday (April 30) ochazuke bar: Reiko Kurahara and 
crew, Fusako Takahashi, Shirley Kato, Misa Oshiro and Midori Ito. Thank you to the 
following who made additional cookies and munchies:  Cathy Fujimori (Stockton), 
Midori Ito, Loleen Nakano, Misa Oshiro, Beverly Tanaka and Lynn Kurahara.  Past 
President Fusako Takahashi apologizes if any names were left off. Note from the 
Editor:  Fusako Takahashi is much too modest to list her name, but she made rice, 
umani, and 10 rolls of sushi, with the help of her team. Thank you, Fusako!

Upcoming Activities/Events 

• Northern California Dharma School Family Conference: Fusako Takahashi 
encourages everyone from the Sacramento Betsuin to attend the September 17 
“family” conference. More details will come out in the near future.

• Craft Booth – Shirley Kato: The ladies have been working on cards, zori scrubbers 
and fans. Thank you everyone for contributing the wonderful craft items for the Craft 
Booth!

• Bazaar – Sushi – Lynn Kurahara: REMINDER: Come out to help with the sushi 
ingredients preparation. Bring your entire family and friends to help. We need a LOT 
of help. More details on dates and times will come out next month.

• Obon practice days and Obon cemetery services: June 27 to June 30: 7 p.m. to 8 p.m. 
July 5 to July 6: 7 p.m. to 8:15 p.m. Check the July Sangha newsletter for the exact time 
for the cemetery and Nokotsudo services.

• Obon odori will be on Saturday, July 9, from 7 p.m. SBWA members will be available 
to assist with dressing you in your yukata from 5 p.m. in the left overflow room 
facing from the altar. Please bring all items: yukata; obi; himo – 3 (one wide – long 
enough to wrap around twice and tie); undergarments (v-neck white T-shirt).

• Obon/Hatsubon Services, July 10, at 9:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.

The next SBWA meeting will be held on Wednesday, July 13, starting with a service at 
5:45 p.m., followed by our monthly meeting.

Sacramento 
Buddhist 
Women’s 
Association
Keiko Jean Kashiwada

Minister 
Assistants
Keith Kato

England/France Trip

When both my wife and I retired from work, the most-often heard advice we 
received was travel when you can. Many times our older friends and family 
told us that you have to travel when you are relatively young and in good 

health. When you get older, your health will inevitably worsen and your energy/desire 
to travel will fade to the point that you don’t want to explore the world anymore. So in 
keeping with the “spirit” of travel, we took one of our “bucket list” trips to England and 
France in September 2015.
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Our two-week trip was fabulous. Because there is so much to comment about but only 
limited space in the Sangha newsletter, I will list, in no particular order, the places we 
visited in both countries. 

In England, we stayed in London for one week and we visited the following sites and 
locations: Buckingham Palace (London), Kensington Palace (London), Westminster 
Abbey (London), Tower of London, British Museum (London), Harrods Department 
Store (London), Fortnum & Mason… for tea (London), Stonehenge, and Roman Baths.

In France, we stayed in Paris for one week and we visited the following sites and 
locations: Arc De Triomphe (Paris), Avenue Des Champs Elysees (Paris), Notre Dame 
Cathedral (Paris), Eiffel Tower (Paris), Moulin Rouge show (Paris), Normandy, 
Versailles Palace, Chartres Cathedral, and Castles of Loire Valley

For those who are planning trips to England and France, be prepared for a memorable 
experience of a lifetime. We thoroughly enjoyed our time experiencing England’s and 
France’s very unique and interesting cultures, customs, and history. For those of you 
who are not planning to visit those countries, I would urge you to reconsider.

During this trip, there was one location that inspired me to write this month’s article. 
The place is located about 4 hours away by vehicle from Paris and located near the 
English Channel. The site I am referring to is the U.S. Military Cemetery near Omaha 
Beach where the invasion of Europe during World War II occurred at Normandy Beach 
on June 6, 1944. Before entering the 173-acre sanctuary, there was a sign informing the 
visitors on how to conduct oneself while on the cemetery grounds. Visitors are not 
allowed to run, play, picnic, litter, or sit on the grass, and must be properly dressed 
(which means no bathing suits or bare torsos exposed). As I stepped onto those 
hallowed grounds, I immediately felt the solemn and serene nature of the cemetery. 
My breath was simply taken away. Only the best of behavior was acceptable in order 
to pay the proper respect due to the 9,387 bodies buried in the sacred grounds. The 
landscaping was so beautifully manicured. The thousands of Italian marble crosses and 
Stars of David for the marked graves were all lined up perfectly in straight and diagonal 
lines. At 12 noon, taps was played over the loudspeaker so that the American visitors 
could silently pay their respects to the fallen. That whole experience made me numb. 

Out of all those fantastic places I visited, I kept thinking about the visit to the military 
cemetery. I realized the reason I kept going back to Normandy in my mind was I was 
so in awe of that special place and humbled to have stood on the grounds where the 
most pivotal point in World War II in Europe occurred, where the ultimate sacrifices 
were made by so many in order to save our world as we know it. Looking down 
from the cliffs of Omaha Beach toward the shoreline, I could almost imagine what the 
approaching soldiers were facing…death staring at them as bullets and bombs were 
being fired by the German troops like the opening scenes of the movie “Saving Private 
Ryan.” Many died instantly as they stepped off the landing crafts. It was a surreal 
feeling of dread for their deaths and gratitude for their sacrifices. During World War 
II, it is written that between 50 million to 80 million people, or approximately 3% of 
the world’s population, died due to the evil desires of three countries that wanted to 
conquer the world. American dead and wounded accounted for approximately 1.1 
million people.

Imagine if you will, what our world would be if the D-Day invasion had failed. 
Seventy-one years later, we could be living under Nazi Germany rule where a fascist 
government could dictate to us how to live and ALWAYS in the back of our minds, 
fearing if we would meet the same fate as the millions of Jews who were exterminated 
during the war. Thanks to the heroics and sacrifices of those courageous soldiers, we 
Americans do not face the horrors of war and now enjoy the privileges and freedoms 
of living in a democracy where we can eat what we want, sleep where we want, live in 
comfortable homes, drive cars, travel to wherever in the world, work in occupations of 
our own choosing, attend church of our own choosing, enjoy our friends and families, 
…or simply stated, live in peace. This is our connection to World War II… to those 
people. It is our responsibility to re-dedicate our commitment to living our lives to the 
fullest for those people who gave us this gift of life. 

Because of life’s impermanence, time marches on and we do not know how much 
time we have to live on Earth. We do know that all of us are part of the human race, 
dependent upon each other and all things in order to survive on this planet. So with 
these truths to guide us, may we always have our Dharma eyes open, grateful for the 
people who have sacrificed on our behalf and the people who will continue to sacrifice 
on our behalf so that we may truly savor and appreciate our lives. As we go forward 
into the future, whenever we encounter tough times along the road of life, let us step 
back for a moment and think about how truly fortunate we are to have the opportunity 
to live a life of O-Nembutsu (a life of gratitude) to help us deal with resolving our 
difficulties. With grateful hearts and minds, let us say thank you and “Namo Amida 
Butsu” for each day we live.

Minister 
Assistants
(Continued)

Please be aware that articles 
for the Sangha are due on 
the 15th of each month. Late 
articles will be published in 
the following month’s issue

When sending articles by 
email, please send email to: 
vibrocount@lanset.com with 
a cc to: betsuinoffice@gmail.
com and inform the church 
office at 446-0121. Please 
include the author’s name. 
Thank you.

mailto:vibrocount@lanset.com
mailto:betsuinoffice@gmail.com
mailto:betsuinoffice@gmail.com
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As we fondly remember our past with Reverend Bob and Reverend Patti, and look 
forward to the arrival of our new Rinban, Dennis Fujimoto, we cannot help but 
feel grateful for all the opportunities and support that the church’s leadership 

and sangha have provided us. In order to help carry on these services and prepare 
for the future of the church, the Legacy Endowment Fund was established to provide 
resources for the perpetuation, cultivation and promotion of the Jodo Shinshu tradition.

With the roll-out of our new Wall of Appreciation campaign, a wonderful opportunity 
has been presented to us to participate in the future of our church and have a 
meaningful impact that will be felt for generations to come. Lin-Manuel Miranda, in 
his award-winning Broadway play, Hamilton, sings that a legacy is planting seeds in a 
garden. As contributors, we will not see the full impact of the fund and the full harvest 
of the garden, but the benefits will continue to be reaped well beyond our time.

As the concept of a legacy endowment may be new to some of us, I thought it would be 
a good time to present some information on what a legacy endowment fund is and how 
it operates. Endowments represent money or other financial assets that are donated to 
an organization. The sole purpose of the endowment is to invest, so that the total asset 
value will yield an inflation-adjusted principal amount, along with additional income 
from interest and dividends that can be used to support goals of the organization. As 
dividends and interest on investment can vary considerably, year-to-year, the fund 
should not be relied upon to support ongoing church operations, but rather fund 
specific projects and needs or undertakings that are decided upon by a governing board 
in accordance with the board’s bylaws and within the limits of the finances available.

One of the major difficulties in establishing and maintaining an endowment fund is the 
need to apply discipline in not spending the principal amounts. It is very difficult to 
forgo expenditures today when the principal fund amount may seem large, but it would 
be like consuming the garden’s seeds before any plants can be harvested. It is a primary 
responsibility of the endowment fund’s custodians, the board, to see that the fund is 
preserved for future generations.

I hope you all join me in supporting our Legacy Endowment Fund by contributing what 
you can to our church and community’s future and helping to plant the seeds for the 
future.

Legacy 
Endowment 
Fund
Greg Matayoshi

The wheels for the 2016 Legacy Endowment Fund Board Rummage Sale were 
set in motion on Monday May 30 when the Adult Buddhist Association (ABA) 
basketball men with leader Wayne Kurahara laid the carpeting in the kaikan. 

Tuesday night, under the direction of Gary Traganza, the B Boys basketball team 
with their parents and friends helped set up the tables, bring in shelving, and set up 
scaffolding for the hundreds of clothing items expected.

Well before the 9 a.m. start time on Thursday, June 2, volunteers arrived to prepare 
for the hundreds (thousands??) of boxes and bags of donations that would soon fill 
the courtyard and kaikan. By lunchtime, more than 100 volunteers had sorted, priced, 
and arranged items ranging from clothing for men, women, and children, shoes, 
beautiful Japanese dishes and artifacts, books, toys, pictures, purses, linens, household 
equipment, glassware, jewelry and a courtyard filled with tools, electronics, luggage, 
baby furniture, home health care equipment, sporting goods, home decorating items, 
furniture, seasonal items, and many things that had workers asking, “What is this?”

Volunteers got a well-earned break for a tasty lunch prepared by Reiko, Gladys and 
crew and a chance to shop for the first batch of donated items. Then it was back to work 
for the rest of the afternoon, and a repeat of the schedule the next day. By 6 p.m. Friday 
afternoon, the scene was set for the shopping to begin on Saturday morning.

Valerie Fong had name tags and lunch tickets ready for more than 165 volunteers who 
showed up for the 7 a.m. pre-sale meeting. Reiko’s crew had arrived at 5 a.m. to prepare 
breakfast treats for the workers, who were fortified for the onslaught of shoppers who 
lined up half way down the Quinn Avenue alley when the gates opened at 8 a.m. The 
June 4 Rummage Sale was on!

To add to the drama of the day, Sean Bennett, reporter from Channel 31 TV’s Good 
Day Sacramento arrived with his cameraman and did a teaser and then a two-minute 
television segment. He exclaimed, “This is the most organized rummage sale I have 
ever seen!” His broadcast brought in shoppers from areas as far away as Woodland, 
Cameron Park, and Galt. Pam Fong maintained the excitement inside, announcing 
“Blue Bag Specials” and other promotions to keep shoppers buying. Teriyaki chicken 
bento lunches nourished workers at noon and earned money for the Troop 50 Venture 
Crew.

Thanks for 
Successful 
2016 LEFB 
Rummage Sale
Ruth Seo

Sangha Staff
Editor (English)     Cliff Adams
Editor (Japanese)   Katsuko
 Hirota

Contributing Reporters
SBWA Keiko Jean
 Kashiwada
Minister Assts Keith Kato
Endowment Greg
 Matayoshi
Rummage Sale Ruth Seo
Retirement
Celebration/ 
Dharma School Valerie Fong
Sports Alan Wu
Golf Richard Kai
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By the 2 p.m. close time, hundreds of shoppers had filled boxes and bags and left, 
commending the friendly workers and the wonderful items they had purchased at 
absolutely bargain prices.

Cleanup began by 2:30 p.m. and volunteers collected items to donate to St. John’s 
Shelter, My Sister’s House, and Woodridge Elementary School before two trucks from 
United Cerebral Palsy and one huge truck from Goodwill Industries arrived to pick 
up the remaining leftovers. Items were also shared with the Florin Buddhist Church’s 
rummage sale, slated for November 5. Mike Dishno hauled away more than 500 pounds 
of corrugated cardboard for recycling. By 4 p.m., the gym was ready for basketball 
again.

The sixth Legacy Endowment Fund Board (LEFB) rummage sale can be deemed another 
big success. The goals were achieved: people cleared out usable items and donated 
them so that others could enjoy them; shoppers bought items at bargain prices; charities 
benefitted from the leftover items; papers, cardboard, cans and bottles were recycled; 
and the monetary profits will allow LEFB to fund many worthy projects to help the 
Sacramento Buddhist Church. 

Special thanks to Sandy Tokunaga of eFilliate for generous donations of printing, tapes, 
and signage; Reiko Kurahara, Gladys Adachi and their kitchen crew for meals and 
snacks; Bobby and Elaine Tanaka and the Troop 50 Venture Crew for bento lunches; 
Cindy Kitade for arranging setup with the B Boys Basketball team, their parents and 
friends; Wayne Kurahara and ABA basketball guys for floor preparation; and Mike 
Dishno for use of his trailer and hauling away the cardboard for recycling.

To all the committee chairs and volunteers who worked tirelessly and creatively under 
challenging situations, our deepest appreciation.

 Rummage Sale Co-Chairs,
 Aileen Nishio, Joyce Sahara, and Ruth Seo

Thanks for 
Successful 
2016 LEFB 
Rummage Sale
(Continued)

A memorable and enjoyable evening was had by all who attended the retirement 
celebration honoring Rinban Bob and Reverend Patti on Saturday, June 11, at the 
DoubleTree Hotel. The Grand Ballroom was filled to the brim with nearly 700 

guests of family, friends, and special guests. 

The “thank you” list is endless of those who helped to make the retirement celebration 
a wonderful evening. First, we thank Master of Ceremonies Koichi Mizushima and 
Mistress of Ceremonies Stacy Matsunami for an incredible job.

Many thanks to Doreen Hosokawa, graphic designer extraordinaire, for her creative and 
beautiful print material.

We are grateful for the technical expertise of Minh La, who did an amazing job to create 
our online presence for the registration process.

We extend our appreciation to several groups of individuals whose help before and 
during the celebration were invaluable: special guest ministers and speakers; audio, 
sound, and photographic experts; those who assembled beautiful displays; registration 
check-in crew; organization and program presenters; and special appreciation to Judy 
and Harley Inaba for arranging the Kagami Biraki Ceremonial Toast.

We wish Rinban Bob and Reverend Patti every good wish for a wonderful, fulfilling, 
and well-deserved retirement. Time passes ever so quickly and it is hard to believe that 
over 32 years have come and gone. As we sang in our rendition of the gatha “Farewell” 
on Sunday, May 29: “You are always in our hearts, as our dearest friends. We will share 
what you have taught, to everyone we know. Your teachings are a part of us, no matter 
where we go….” 

Best wishes, Rinban Bob and Reverend Patti! We love you!!!

 In gassho and friendship always,
 Retirement Celebration Committee

Retirement 
Celebration 
Committee
Valerie Fong

Second Week: Monday, July 4 — Holiday — No practice
   Tuesday, July 5 to Thursday, July 7: 7 p.m. to 8:15 p.m.*
   *Thursday, July 7: Longer practice due to drum dance.

Obon Practice 
Schedule
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We are deeply shocked and saddened by the mass shooting at the Pulse 
nightclub in Orlando, Florida. We wish to express our profound sympathy to 
the families and friends of the victims.

When we encounter tragic events such as this, we turn to the Buddha for guidance 
on how to live our lives without hating and harming each other. We recognize that 
the root of hatred is very difficult to identify. It comes from deep inside of our karmic 
consciousness. We live our lives based on emotions and feelings of love and hatred. This 
is the source of our daily actions.

But there is a true and real realm beyond love and hatred. This is the Buddha’s realm; 
the realm of Enlightenment. Deeply grieving our condition, the Buddha urges us to 
listen to the Dharma and to hear the words from the world of true equality. Through 
this realization, we are able to see one another as fellow travelers on a journey to the 
world of true equality. Regardless of race, ethnicity, religion, or sexual orientation, we 
should live our lives with respect and kindness.

Namo Amida Butsu.

 In Gassho (With Palms Together),
 Reverend Kodo Umezu
 Bishop, Buddhist Churches of America

Response to 
the Shooting in 
Orlando, Florida

August 19, 2016 9 a.m.–5 p.m.
IBS Symposium

In honor of the 50th Anniversary of Institute of Buddhist Studies incorporating as a 
seminary and graduate school, the 2016 Numata Symposium will be held on Friday, 
August 19, 2016.

Speakers will include: Professor Ugo Dessi, Professor Elisabetta Porcu, Jessica Main and 
Scott A. Mitchell. They will examine the phenomenon of “globalization,” the expanding 
interchange of ideas, world views, products and cultures, including religious traditions, 
throughout the world.

With generous support from BDK America, this event is free and open to the public. 
More information is forthcoming at www.shin-ibs.edu.

Free and open to the public.

Presented by the Institute of Buddhist Studies (IBS) in association with the Yehan 
Numata Endowment, in celebration of the IBS 50th Anniversary and Jodo Shinshu 
Center 10th Anniversary.

Shin Buddhism 
& Globalization

The Institute of Buddhist Studies and Buddhist Churches of America (BCA) Center 
for Buddhist Education are presenting the Summer Pacific Seminar - 21st Century, 
“Jodo Shinshu Buddhism Beyond Borders” on August 19–21 at the Jodo Shinshu 

Center, 2140 Durant Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94704.

The keynote speakers will be Dr. Ugo Dessi - University of Leipzig, Germany, and Dr. 
Elisabetta Porcu - University of Cape Town, South Africa.

Online registration now open at the BCA website: BuddhistChurchesofAmerica.org. The 
registration fee is $140; BCA member rate is $125 until July 23. The registration deadline 
is August 6.

Jodo Shinshu 
Buddhism 
Beyond 
Borders

Come and join us for some fun!
Northern California Buddhist Family Conference

“DHARMALAND, HAPPIEST 
PLACE ON EARTH”

Saturday, September 17, 2016
Sacramento Betsuin, 10:00 a.m.–3:00 pm

Registration fee deadline is August 28, 2016

Adults $25
Young adults & youths (30 & under) FREE

(However, they must still register)

Don’t miss the fun!

Northern 
California 
Buddhist Family 
Conference

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001kFygCxUJPiglXhvEzhs0dU3AJVH_e_EubqQim4nzPLDU2lACpRWo6DG77rWgRY0N5rjLoDDN_BNcrWt4uf5F9eOU1pI4s_-iKZnzEzT9UgElU9lQQA0Wwsx-EjNrGcWlcBq5mBo0Dek3A548JfgyONaSm4wjxewk4CA6S4W5EXw=&c=7rvfGQChWXpkLBbj9Gvd3JhxGbw2AnIerPt3O8VNjVkH4G6xpcem7g==&ch=DBjpg8-taYyAaaYew5Vh9M1HP-WRj-y61r51ob8YZYBXJrtl3DejzA==
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7th Annual 
SBC Golf 
Tournament
Richard Kai

Entry to play in the 7th Annual SBC Golf Tournament is well underway. We are 
scheduled at the Teal Bend Golf Course on Wednesday, August 24, 2016. This 
event is a major fundraising activity organized by the Special Events Committee 

of the Sacramento Buddhist Church (SBC).

The committee has earmarked this event as part of the Reverends Bob and Patti Oshita 
Retirement Tour. This day could be one of the last opportunities for you to be “up close 
and personal” with our celebrated ministers as their time of full employment with the 
temple begins to come to a close. Please come out and pay tribute to them for their more 
than 35 years of combined service to the Betsuin, Northern California Buddhist temples 
and the community at large.

The committee has a few new wrinkles for the luncheon as well. Several of the temple’s 
“iron chefs” have volunteered to prepare their favorite menu items for the golf 
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7th Annual 
SBC Golf 
Tournament
(Continued)

tournament. Many of our sangha members have feasted on the menus prepared at other 
events by our four chefs. They have answered the bell in hopes of being crowned with 
the term of “most delish” to describe their entrees. The committee wishes to recognize 
and offer our biggest thank you to Reiko, Gladys and the kitchen crew for their many 
years of tending to the golf tournament and filling the tummies of our players and 
guests with their most delicious foods and offerings.

The number of players for this event is limited and the golf committee anticipates a 
full field of golfers so be sure to submit your entry form as soon as possible. We look 
forward to another fun tournament and delicious luncheon for all those who participate 
and support this fundraising event.

Information fact sheets about the golf tournament, sponsorship levels, its format 
and scoring, along with the tournament entry form are enclosed within the monthly 
Sangha newsletter. Copies can also be downloaded from the temple’s website at www.
buddhistchurch.com. Questions and/or comments about the fundraising event can be sent 
via email to the golf committee at acbetsuingolf@yahoo.com. The temple office staff can 
provide general information about the event. 

mailto:acbetsuingolf@yahoo.com
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Sports 
Committee
Alan Wu

Pssst, hey bruddah, can you spare some change? Change? Yes, we have change! 
There is change happening all over the place. Everywhere you look there is 
change. It has been said that the more things change, the more things stay the 

same... OR is it, the more things stay the same, the more things change? It’s hard to keep 
track; it keeps changing! Last year it was the Golden State Warriors going up against 
the Cleveland Cavaliers in the NBA finals, the same two teams as this year, but this 
year, Cleveland prevailed and is the new NBA champion. It can be said that last year 
Cleveland was not at full strength with key players not on the floor and lost, and this 
year the Warriors faced the same situation, and lost. Each team experienced a change 
from the prior year, and both teams will probably undergo more changes this off-
season.

Right here in our own backyard in case you have not heard, after 32 years, our very own 
Reverend Bob will be retiring, and as a kicker, he is taking Reverend Patti with him! 
Yes, change is a “happnin” here. AND we all must remember the words of Reverend 
Bob: “Change is neither good nor bad. It is reality.” It is a universal truth that we all 
must accept and embrace and carry on as human beings. The Betsuin will also carry on, 
because of our sangha; for our sangha is a good sangha, a strong sangha. Our journey 
continues, and when we come across a log in our path, we climb over and stay the 
course. That log was neither good nor bad; it was just there.

We would be remiss if we went on without announcing our monthly musical 
memoriam. So without further ado, here is our song du jour. You may not recognize the 
verse lyrics, but you certainly know the chorus: 

Ch-ch-ch-ch-changes (turn and face the strain)
Ch-ch-changes Don’t want to be a richer man
Ch-ch-ch-ch-changes (turn and face the strain)
Ch-ch-changes Just gonna have to be a different man
Time may change me
But I can’t trace time

I watch the ripples change their size
But never leave the stream
Of warm impermanence
. . .
Ch-ch-ch-ch-changes (turn and face the strain)
Ch-ch-changes Don’t tell them to grow up and out of it
Ch-ch-ch-ch-changes (turn and face the strain)
Ch-ch-changes Where’s your shame
You’ve left us up to our necks in it
Time may change me
But you can’t trace time

Of course, this song is entitled: Changes. It was written and performed by David Bowie, 
who passed away this past January from cancer. 

We leave you with this teaching: Hold On, Then Let Go, Hold On, Then Let Go.

Dharma School 
News
Valerie Fong

Greetings from Dharma School! This year has flown by and we are at the end of 
the term. We would like to thank all of our teachers, TAs, cabinet, and volunteers 
for a wonderful Dharma School year. The success of our Dharma School 

program is all because of our dedicated and hard-working team. Congratulations for 
another great year and for your endless support!

End-of-Year Picnic and Awards Presentation

On Sunday, June 5, we held our annual end-of-year picnic and awards presentation 
at William Land Park. It was a perfect day with comfortable weather and delicious 
food, and well-attended by our many Dharma School families. We extend our deepest 
appreciation to Reiko, Gladys, and Crew for preparing food for the picnic. “Thank 
you” to Gordon Nitta, Mark Amioka, Minh La, Matt Nitta, and Alan Wu for cooking 
420 chicken thighs! And, a big “thank you” to the Picnic Crew for getting up early on 
Sunday morning for a 6 a.m. call time to help load up food, paper goods, beverages, 
tables, chairs, chafing dishes, and more for the trip to the park and back again to the 
temple — Gordon Nitta, Allan Hoshida, Denis Ishisaka, Richard Kai, Ken Okuhara, 
Alan Wu, and Ted Yoshimura. A big “shout out” to our Dharma School students who 
helped present special surprises to Reverend Bob and Reverend Patti — Sam Amioka, 
Cara Ishisaka, Ellie Mizushima, and Kyle Seo. We also send a big “thank you” to teacher 
Sheryl Kajioka for taking care of the banner. CONGRATULATIONS to our perfect 
attendance award and education award recipients!

Tent Set-up Day

We thank our Dharma School parents and students who came out to help on Tent Set-
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up Day, June 25. With everyone’s help, this major summer task is made easier and is 
completed more quickly. Thank you!

Bazaar

Our next big event this summer is the annual Bazaar, August 13–14. If you have not yet 
signed up to help with outdoor bussing, please do contact your student’s teacher so we 
can fill our assigned shifts. 

Happy Summer — be safe and take good care!

In gassho.

Dharma School “courtyard” gratefully acknowledges donations from the following:

Dharma School 
News
(Continued)

Donations
 
Gladys Adachi
Ruth Hayashi
Esther Hokama
Utako Kimura
Rosemary Kitaoka

Reiko Kurahara
Joanne Morita
Carolyn Murata
Barbara Nakatomi

Family of Howard Minoru 
Sakai

Kiyo Tanaka
Emi & Louie Watanabe
Elaine Yoshikawa
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